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Progressive Social Europe:

A New Deal between
Capital and Labour?

fundamental challenges

Social Europe has been, historically speaking, a distinctive social 
democratic proposal. Formulated for the first time within the SPEC1 
in 19732, it has become a vision for a different scenario of European 

integration. Instead of the primarily economy driven unification, it assumed that there 
should be a primacy of democratic politics that would shape the Community instead. 
Herewith, the sense of European politics has been defined as a mandate to frame 
communitarian policies in the name and at the service of Europeans. The benefits of 
integration were therefore to lead to the creation of a fairer, better society. Economic 
growth would translate into the improvement of living and working conditions for 
every woman and man. The European Community, and subsequently the European 
Union has become herewith instrumental in achieving peace, progress and prosperity 
for all states, societies and individuals. Behind this understanding the socialist, social 
democratic and labour parties3 have been uniting for exactly four decades today.

1  SPEC – Socialist Parties of EC, predecessor of the CSPEC and of the PES

2  SPEC Congress in Bonn, Germany in April 1973.

3  Social democracy is further on used in text as synonym of centre left, incorporating socialist, social 
democratic, labour and progressive parties.
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è ForgiNg SoCiAL EuroPE

This conceptualisation of Social Europe has been originating from a 
traditional understanding of the role of social democracy; namely it has pledged as a 
political movement to deliver a compromise between labour and capital. Empowering 
Europeans socially, economically and politically would signify making them signatories 
of the historical contract. This “deal” would then provide the framework to decide 
commonly upon and subsequently to implement adequate strategies, which would 
answer the socio-economic challenges of the contemporary times. In that sense, the 
concept was not just about adding a set of social policies or a singular demand for 
direct elections for the European Parliament. It was transformative. It served as a social 
democratic explanation to three fundamental queries: why and which Europe4, with 
what sort of means and for what kind of a society? And it formulated herewith a mission 
of social democracy as a political agent to realise.

The particularities of the definition of Social Europe have been modified by 
changing conditions and new challenges that social democrats on the European level 
felt compelled to respond to. Evolving towards a new Social Europe in the last years5, 
it nevertheless remained fundamentally consistent with its initial rationale. It has 
carried on uniting all different ideological streams within the progressive movement, 
even during the most difficult and dividing disputes in the last decades. That had been 
so until the recent global crisis that put in question all. It included doubts in the very 
essence of EU; its political capacity and herewith also ability of any political movement, 
socialist included, to deliver on their political promises.

è LiviNg thE CriSiS  

Since the crisis hit in 2008, Europe has been and remains in a severe calamity. 
Though nobody is able to foretell how long that will last, it is a safe assumption that it 
will be so at least as long as nobody makes a powerful, convincing statement to the 
contrary. As provocative as this thesis may sound, it is not impossible to picture. One day 

4  Within the text, Europe and European Union are used as synonims, unless specified otherwise.

5  See : PES New Social Europe initiative 2005 - 2007

the predicament and its consequences may become so much embedded in reality that 
they will become simply the only conditions that people will remember. Demanding 
them by then to imagine that a different Europe could exist will be a call made by far 
too late.

Contemporary trends would indicate that such a pessimistic scenario is 
quite plausible. The mainstream neo-liberal narrative has decisively placed political 
conversations in the confined circumstances of no resources, no possibilities, no 
alternatives. This has become an integral part of the fabric of what constitutes 
contemporary governing agendas. This applies to all parties, regardless of their 
respective initially declared ideological convictions. Fundamentally challenging the 
status quo and breaking out of that club is seen as potentially very dangerous thing to 
do. It may equal to exposing oneself to ridicule, prone to critics that one shows signs 
of irresponsibility, unrealism or political insanity. In such circumstances it is very hard 
indeed to make a convincing argument for another holistic vision, and herewith also to 
make a case that a Social Europe is possible. 

Financial capitalism seems overpowering indeed. Political parties find 
themselves therefore on a crossroad. Even though they all surely perceive the TINA6 
logic as disabling and repulsive, they also find it hard to emancipate themselves from it. 
This is especially the case in the pan-European context, where any criticism on Europe 
and current state of affairs can easily be misread as anti-Europeanism. Coming out with 
a profoundly distinctive, alternative narrative appears therefore to be a risky exercise. 
It could cost the loss of the very last bits of whatever has been left from the political 
credibility. And that reliability seems to primarily hang on logic comparable to a doctor’s 
oath: first of all, do not harm. This avoidance of impairments became the most relevant 
criteria of delivering in politics nowadays. And as such, it is already appealing since two 
thirds of Europeans seem to believe that the worst is yet to come.

è FEAriNg tomorrow

The recent editions of the Eurobarometer show a very worrying trend. Not 
only do Europeans live in a fear of the next stage of socio-economic apocalypse, but 
they also feel that there is very little that can be done to prevent it. The vast majority 
of respondents openly declare that they “exist” from one day to another, not being 
able to make any sort of long terms plans. These sentiments consequently derive from 

6  TINA - There Is No Alternative
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their living and working conditions. While there is an overall stagnation in terms 
of economic development and so much is subjected to cuts under the regime of 
austerity, a real large-scale social crisis is emerging. Growing impoverishment, 
social polarisation and marginalisation, staggering growth of unemployed and 
lengthening periods of unemployment – all gloom on the European horizon. They 
may not impinge on all the states and societies in the same way at this point, but 
their impact will certainly be grave for all. These are very sad times, when people 
do not believe in their own capacity to choose, and at the same time TINA affected 
politicians do not provide bold alternatives. The conversations evolve enigmatically 
around the notion “different”, but keep possibly far from even spelling out the 
word “future”.

It has proven impossible to stop the socio-economic consequences of 
the crisis with the tools at hand. In the end of the 1990s, it was promised that the 
European Union together with its distinguished European Social Model would be 
the framework through which Europeans could be protected and empowered even 
vis-à-vis globalisation. It was to offer a “competitive advantage”, so that the Union 
and its citizens could enter and win the new era of interconnectedness and global 
competition. The powerful pledge of striving towards a knowledge based society 
that would focus on Europe’s most precious potential - its citizens - was indicating 
a way forward. It seemed to embody a vision of progress and the revitalisation of a 
social deal, within which all can advance in their jobs and lives.

 In the midst of the recent crisis, this promise has not been forgotten by 
voters. Neither Europe nor its Social Model (and by extension the welfare state 
arrangements) have managed to become a cushion to bounce back the blow. The 
echoes of disappointment and disillusionment are retrievable in the protests of 
so called “new social mobilizations”, as also in the growing number of abstentions 
and systematically dropping turnouts during subsequent elections. Parties find 
themselves cornered by the political limitations described above on one hand, and 
by the unfavourable overall opinion polls on the other. In such a momentum it 
is not a surprise that while arguing for different exit strategies, some are pulling 
towards left and some towards right. Cracks in unity are obvious consequences. 
And these are clearer and clearer within European social democracy. They expose 
numerous axes of profound differences as soon as one moves beyond politically 
correct, but relatively abstract discourse of values. In that sense the crisis of the 
movement may prove to be more severe now than the one diagnosed after the 
2009 elections.

è mAkiNg thE CASE

The situation at hand presents itself as a triple depression – of economy, 
of society and of politics. Each of them escalates the others, narrowing the horizon of 
possibilities and restraining herewith conceptualising of any complex exit strategies. 
The 5 years of crisis regime, which has been ruling all intellectual and ideological 
conversations, is likely to have repercussions in limiting the borders of political 
imagination. And while habit is a second nature, it is likely, as stipulated before, that the 
circumstances of the current predicament will just appear more and more as “normal” 
reality. That would make both the idea of Social Europe, as also whatever achievements 
it has inspired so far, fade away.

It is not out of sentimental attachments that this pamphlet aims at making 
a case for an alternative. Tradition and respect for the achievements of the previous 
generations of socialists and social democrats are important for the identity of our 
movement, but nevertheless the cause is not and should never be only about the 
movement focused on itself or on narrowly-understood self-preservation. The call 
therefore is about re-assuming a historical responsibility for shaping a new social deal on 
the European level. It is about restoring the sense of politics that does not subordinate 
to financial capitalism, but that serves people. Exercised on their behalf, politics must 
pave the way towards a fairer, better society. It is therefore about re-establishing logic of 
the alternative, both in political terms and on the individual level – while empowering 
all women and men to self-determination and to a choice. 

 Willy Brandt, who as the leader of SPD7 and the Chancellor of BRD8 hosted 
the historical “Social Europe” Congress in Bonn in 1973, urged to dare more democracy. 
In all the statements, he was reminding the movement that every time needs its own 
answers. This pamphlet, that is to be launched at the occasion of the 150 years of 
SPD, is a response to those two calls. It makes a case an intellectual endeavour and 
political bravery. They are both needed nowadays more than ever to break out of the 
deterministic and depressive TINA. They should inspire to dare more social democracy 
and herewith to find an understanding of a Social Europe that responds to the European 
social question of contemporary times. 

7  German Social Democratic Party

8  Bundes Republik Deutschland
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In that spirit, 10 aspirations for a modern Progressive Social 
Europe are being defined:

For a vision of Europe to unite behind

For a new European narrative for social democracy 

For empowerment as the answer to the European Social Question 

For a Europe at the service of both women and men 

For a Europe of education and learning opportunities

For a Europe of quality jobs and participation 

For an egalitarian European welfare society

For a  Europe of progress and prosperity

For a Europe improving working and living conditions

For a Social Europe that promotes international solidarity
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For A viSioN oF EuroPE to uNitE 
BEhiND

When the crisis hit, social democracy found itself at the periphery 
of power of the European Union. With some exceptions, it has 
been contested subsequently in different national elections, as 

also rebuffed in the European ones in 2009. It shrank in terms of political influence. 
The seriousness of this situation was further escalated by two parallel developments. 
The obvious disenchantment of citizens was the first one. It translated into a 
number of phenomena, including the withdrawal from practicing democracy within 
institutionalised politics and supporting anti-establishment protest parties as also 
taking matters onto the streets. One could try to find conciliation in statements that it 
affected all the actors on the political stage, but the fact remains that social democrats 
have been confronted with a harsh reality on their own. They were no longer perceived 
as the agent acting against all that is unfair and unjust. This tradition seems gone and 
that has not been recuperated even in the post-new social mobilisation climate. 

The second development was a relatively rapid retraction of the European 
Union from the communitarian method towards inter-governmentalism. One can 
describe it as speedy, in comparison with how many years it took the European 
Parliament to acquire the powers it enjoys now. Though the centre-left argument 
against this relapse has been impoverished by focusing on satirical comments addressed 
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to over-powerful tandem of French President Sarkozy and German Chancellor Merkel, 
in fact the problem has been much deeper. It could have seemed that social democrats 
were losing with their conceptualisation of Europe vis-à-vis the traditional conservative 
discourse, which has been favouring the “Europe of nations (states)”.  These two 
together gravely undermined the fundaments of the Social Europe concept.  It seems 
no longer able to accommodate concerns raised by the citizens, nor appear plausible 
within the changed circumstances of governance. 

This is however not yet an end of the story of decline. The response of the 
centre-right to the crisis is based on the logic of austerity. According to it, there needed 
to be substantial cuts introduced in public spending in order to bring economy back to 
balance. Following that rationale, the European Social Model in its different national 
welfare state forms has become the primary target. The fact that its’ concept had been 
requiring a substantial reform regardless of the crisis, in order to meet the needs and 
aspirations of the contemporary society, made it an easy scapegoat. Social democrats 
found themselves in defence of a settlement that no longer fit the purpose and 
definitely no longer could stand as the desired social compromise between the labour 
and (financial) capitalism. Especially that the latter one seemed to have been drifting 
beyond the borders of any control. 

Austerity measures were again explained as “the only way forward”. 
Suddenly, this historical project that has been powerful enough to overcome conflicts 
between the states and to prevent wars, appeared defenceless in the light of the global 
crisis. Instead of Europe that carried a pledge in terms of investing in the future, people 
could experience firsthand a Europe that was cutting already today on its’ potential. The 
sense of European integration was questioned, once it appeared as a source of problems 
and not as a remedy to them. The Union has appeared to have proven inadequately 
prepared to act within the economic dimension, hence the raise of scepticism in 
striving for further integration in political or social sense. The complaints that this is 
because adequate mechanisms had not been put in place in the right moment have 
only worsened the situation. 

The situation induced the debate on the future of Europe on the national 
level. Primarily it was perceived as a positive development that the EU became a 
theme within national campaigns, as it was seen as a chance for europeanisation of 
national political parties and the national political discourses. From today’s perspective 
one has to admit however that the enthusiasm could have been premature. It indeed 
europeanised a debate on the national level, but at the same time it also locked the EU 
within the parameters of the national discourse. The particularities of the situations 
within the different member states made parties from within the same European party 
families drift away from one another in terms of specific policy proposals.

The diagnosis emerging from those deliberations regarding “Social Europe” 

are following. Reframing it as a politically distinctive alternative is a matter of a historical 
responsibility for Europe. Social democrats as a pro-European movement must actively 
assume it. The proposal of “Social Europe” must prove the sense of the European 
integration in the post-crisis era and envisage the Union to be an actor, which on behalf 
of citizens, is capable to forge a new global deal. In that way, it shall prove feasible and 
empowering for Europe, so it can play its role in ensuring a new settlement that needed 
to curb financial capitalism. Through going beyond the short-term perspectives and 
risking proposing a vision, social democrats should strive to put an end to impoverishing, 
undemocratic TINA and logic of endism in politics. As such, “Social Europe” shall pave 
the way towards restoring the credibility of Europe as a future-oriented political project 
and at the same time indicate in what ways social democracy aims to shape it. 

Framing “Social Europe” shall equally engage all the socialists, social 
democrats, labour and progressive parties from across the continent. As in the past, the 
notion of a common, pan-European mission should help elevating them from the cages 
of the nationally focused debate. Herewith it could become an inspiring, counteracting 
standpoint vis-à-vis the spread of inter-governmental logic. The renewed bond is 
needed not only to speak in one voice ahead of the European elections. The unity in the 
campaign is very important indeed, however even more relevant than the immediate 
strategic goals is a need of joining the forces in the common endeavour for the future. It 
is high time to pull back together and resume the European ideological concord, which 
is nowadays obviously challenged due to diversity of respective national circumstances, 
within which the parties operate. Only then new horizons and new potentials can be 
discovered. 

For A NEw EuroPEAN NArrAtivE 
For SoCiAL DEmoCrACy

The magnitude of the current predicament predetermines its 
transformative character. This observation has been frequently echoed 
in statements that there is no possibility to “return to business as 

usual”. And however this may indeed be true, the fact remains that the scale of the 
crisis prevents from having a real ability to fully assess the longevity and extent of its 
consequences. As far as Europe is concerned, this is one of the reasons why political 
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parties find it easier to focus on the problems at hand at the moment instead of giving 
into the ambition of constructing perhaps a more visionary, long term planning. In that 
sense, the crisis has already decisively converted the nature of European politics.

What pairs with that, is the fact that the European project seems deprived 
from the values on which it used to be constructed upon. The crisis exposed that the 
Union has not accomplished to bring states, societies and individual together to develop 
in a cohesive, inclusive and sustainable manner. Imbalances and inequalities devour 
the Union, polarising and antagonising its members. The number of marginalised 
individuals, groups and even countries is steadily rising. The promises of progress and 
prosperity seem to get less and less realistic. In those circumstances of multiple pressures 
and fears, it is only becoming too easy to throw accusations at one another. This is 
what brings along the wave of prejudices and hate, giving the grounds for right wing 
extremism to re-emerge again in its different shades. The lack of plausible alternative 
scenario underlines at the same time the confinement of contemporary politics, which 
translates into people’s feeling that very little, if anything, has been left over from the 
empowerment and freedom that they were to enjoy. Realising that makes them put in 
question the entire social contract that in the spirit of the “Social Europe” proposal was 
to bind the Union and their futures together.

Additionally to that, values have been compressed into very abstract terms. 
Perhaps still many hold their importance, but in reality only few could still imagine their 
respective translations into concrete policies. This is why they do no longer constitute the 
fabric of contemporary societies or canvas of rules for relations among individuals and 
communities. The de-rooting of the European discourse from its fundamental values, 
as also lack of dispute among the political parties regarding their interpretations, makes 
European politics appear as a bureaucratic, managerial matter. It is not being seen as 
issue of political choice, but rather as a question of maintenance and administration. It 
seems to drown in details, without a clear relation to a larger context. This is also why 
the most important conversations concerning the direction of Europe remains in their 
appearance so distant from what people relate to, rationally and emotionally, and by 
extension from what people believe in and aspire to. This is very depressing to notice 
and seems in some way as yet another paradox in the year in which the EU receives 
the Nobel Peace Price. Without cynicism it is possible that for Europeans this Price’s 
significance is more related with photos commemorating historical turning points in 
building the Union rather than being tangible in the context of contemporary or future 
times.

 De-rooting the European political sphere from the context of values and 
their political interpretations prevents two very important processes. The first one is 
connected with building bridges between the Union, societies and citizens. Here social 
democrats feel very painfully that the values of solidarity, equality and freedom loose 

their significance; the ideological agenda is bound to be deprived from its powerful 
appeal. Centre left policies traditionally relate to a sense of community. With that 
notion absent and the ongoing erosion of societies, the entire ideological fundament of 
the last one and a half century is put in question. This has grave consequences on the 
discourse that would advocate for both more societal cohesion and per extension also 
European integration. 

The second of the two processes has to do with evaluation criteria for 
European politics. With the values fading away, it is very difficult to make a case for a 
politically ethical judgement on the policies that are being momentarily implemented. 
Even if people find austerity painful and banking bailouts costly, these practices are not 
framed in terms of a value-based discourses. To give an example, it is not being argued 
that cuts on social security and social investments are immoral as anti-egalitarian. And 
that such a statement is not made then on the level of abstract ideological deliberation, 
but has strong links with economic and social policies – on which fields these cuts will 
prove unjustifiable and inefficient. Furthermore, there is no ethical explanation given 
why the banking sector is being bailed-out. Even if one was to argue that this is in order 
to safeguard people’s savings and mortgages, people grasp that it is only a part of the 
truth. It is morally doubtful for them, when governments jump to rescue actors who 
had caused the predicament in many ways through greed-inspired and uncontrolled 
practices. With Europe appearing to have double moral standards – one set for societies 
and another one set for markets – the values on which social democrats have been 
basing their vision for the Union seem out of the context indeed.

Finally, though the crisis-related explanations serve very well in painting the 
picture of erosion of political value-based discourse, they do not yet exhaust the issue. 
Looking at the last two decades, it would seem that social democrats themselves have 
accommodated parts of the neo-liberal logic while conceptualising Europe. Though 
such a statement may horrify, it is hard to resist formulating it while looking at centre 
left messages. One example of that is the narrative concerning the fact that Europe 
must become the most competitive – which notion in many programmes embedded 
discourse on doing absolutely everything to not allow business to leave Europe. It has 
come to the fringe of certain flirt, which in mild way allowed including dialectics of 
flexibilisation on one hand and assessments of the mismatch between labour market 
and available skills. Investing in human capital and not enhancing human potential 
became the political category. It can be trivialised by saying that these are just words 
– but one think with words and to that extend the vocabulary od European social 
democracy have given in many ways into this neo-liberalism.

The analyses above present a challenge for social democracy: reframing the 
vision for Social Europe should be connected to deliberations that would translate the 
movement’s core values into the context of contemporary Europe. Explained through 
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principles and subsequently converted into the tangible policy agenda, they should 
become a bonding frame that could ensure the movement’s ethical political integrity. 
As such they should serve continuously as evaluation criteria through which Europe 
and European politics should be assessed. Following that, their application should also 
lead to the establishment of a new narrative and hence new rhetoric that would be 
distinctively progressive. It should allow social democrats to paint a progressive vision 
of Social Europe that is unique and easily recognisable.

For EmPowErmENt AS thE ANSwEr 
to thE EuroPEan Social QuEStion

The significance of the “Social Europe” proposal has always been 
the emphasis on the social dimension of the Community (and 
subsequently the Union). As already summarised in the introduction, 

it has traditionally pledged for translating the benefits of the economic growth into the 
improvement of living and working conditions. The core problem with that definition 
is that with the stagnation at hand and the crisis within the monetary union, there are 
many questions posed in how far integration can still be the engine of “sustainable 
economic growth”. Furthermore, with growing unemployment, especially among the 
young and women; with increasing inequalities; and with deteriorating standards of 
life – it is becoming hard to argue that the promise for a Social Europe is still plausible.

The assessment above describes the post-crisis “starting position” of the 
debate; however it is worth pointing out its two characteristics. They complicate even 
more the conditions to make a strong case for Social Europe. The first one is connected 
with the way the crisis is explained. Though its subsequent stages have been described 
as financial, economic, social and political – the focus of the debate within the EU 
context seem to remain only on the first two. The deliberations on exit strategies touch 
therefore upon core questions of economic governance, the institutional underpinning 
of the eurozone and establishment of rules of transparency for financial markets. These 
exchanges and the proposals resulting from them fail to connect with the Union’s social 
dimension. The linkage that social policies prove to be effective also in economic terms 
is missing. This is perhaps the most evident attack and retrenchment of the Social 
Europe legacy. 

To be fair, social democrats on the European level have been striving to 

change these patterns of dealing with the crisis, however they have not been yet 
successful in social-proofing all crisis-exit legislation. On contrary, it seems that now 
even more than ever before that the economic and the social dimensions are drifting 
apart. This additionally emphasises the dichotomy that has already been there before, 
based on the fact that while macro-economic instruments have been largely shifted 
from the national to European levels social policies remain lagging behind on the basis 
of false subsidiarity conceptions. Since it had been the case before the crisis, a call to 
change that now, after the predicament may appear unrealistic indeed.

The second characteristic is that the societal part of the debate is caged. The 
discussions feature the logic of safeguarding, preserving and protecting and much less 
of activating, empowering and emancipating. As a result, there is a dichotomy that re-
emerges within the movement. It resembles the divide already known and painfully 
paid for from the end of the 1990s.

 It is comprehensible that the logic of preservation is imposed by current 
circumstances. All fear nowadays that creating any opening by launching a debate to 
reconstruct the European Social Model (and in that sense also the national welfare states) 
would be read as permission for its further decline and deterioration. This defensive line 
is however unsustainable. It is a slippery slope to defend the arrangements that are 
not serving the purposes they were designed to fulfil. The criticism of the welfare state 
as an out-dated, post-war settlement, which is no longer able to guarantee prosperity, 
progress and empowerment for all has been there for long. Many of these arguments 
are fairly clear, pointing out that it no longer works as embodiment of a social deal and 
a new one would be desired. 

Though the promises of protection may satisfy the angry and despaired today, 
it is by no means a sustainable oriented strategy. They are only falsely appearing as 
“more secure” than making pledged for “empowerment”, which per definition should 
include the aspects of both social protection and emancipation. The solely protectionist 
strategy falls short in two points. First, it does not aspire to look at the issues in more 
complex manner and try to grasp the profound evolution that the European societies 
have undergone. It does not reflect changed societal structures, transformed character 
of interpersonal and communitarian relations, and comes nowhere close to responding 
to the personal and societal hopes and aspirations. Secondly, it fails in terms of being a 
future oriented, transformative agenda. The social agenda should not look only on how 
the problems of contemporary times can be fixed – but also to be seen as a roadmap to 
create a better, fairer society. This is the basic rule of social justice that predefines any 
social contract. Coming together has sense when it equals an opportunity to advance 
altogether, in a way that nobody’s situation worsens and all can progress, also in terms 
of social mobility. Europe of today seems not able to deliver or even deliberate on 
delivering on any of those. This is why people withdraw from it and this is why the initial 
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dream of social citizenship, which was anchored in the initial vision of Social Europe, is 
abating rapidly. 

This constitutes yet another indication that a modernised concept of 
Social Europe would be needed to link two aspirations. These are: making Europe an 
ambitious, future-oriented project that responds to social question of contemporary 
times. In that sense the agenda needs to reconnect the economic and social debates 
on exit-strategy and recovery, while making them refocused on activating Europe to 
become as instrumental in creating a better, fairer society. It is the modern translation 
of linking the question of material conditions with the social empowerment. There 
is a need for a political courage to stand against short-termism and discourse of no 
resources, no possibilities, no alternatives; even if this to be dismissively called at the 
beginning too idealistic or unrealistic by the others. Social Europe has always been 
inspiring as a European project carrying a promise of prosperity and emancipation for 
current and future generations. Social democrats of today should aspire to continue 
this proud tradition.

For a Europe at the service of both 
women and men

The crisis has had a devastating influence on the lives of many across 
the continent. As commonly in such cases, those, who had been in 
precarious situations before, had been hit by the consequences of 

the predicament most harshly. The inequalities among states, societies and people 
grew. On the level of individuals, it further induced the feeling of alienation, leading 
to an idea that vis-à-vis different problems it is everyone on their own. Though this 
mood had been already partially a by-product of the processes of individualisation and 
polarisation, which contemporary societies observed at least since the 1990s, the crisis 
was its definite catalyser. The worsening of living and working conditions on one hand 
and growing numbers of people falling outside the margins of social considerations on 
the other, both would be seen as clear indicators that the social deal has been fatally 
damaged. The wrecked societies and ruined dreams are the characteristics of the social 
emergency at hand.

Inequality has herewith become the prior characteristic of the relations 
among individuals and within societies. They have not been bounced back by the 

welfare states and are unlikely to be contained with the policies of austerity vastly 
applied at the moment. In the circumstances in which people live from day to day, 
fearing the worst and trying to secure their own survival, it is difficult to apply to a 
sense of solidarity and speak in terms of living within a community. This means severe 
relapses in achievements that Europe could have been proud of acting on – and among 
them is the agenda for gender equality. As much as there is hardly any debate on the 
social question of contemporary times, there is also very little done concerning rights, 
ambitions and responsibilities of women in the modern societies. This seems almost 
paradoxical, especially that the women’s enhanced participation in the labour market 
is precisely what has been changing the face of Europe in the last decades. Their overall 
commitment to the European cause, visible through statistics in terms of voting records, 
has been often praised. But as it seems, it has also been taken for granted looking that 
they are the group to pay a disproportionally high price for the current predicament. 

Women emancipation reached the stage in which it was possible even to 
claim feminisation of the labour market. Though the progress has been vast, there 
are still many unsolved issues. A few examples of these are: the gender pay gap, the 
fact that women tend to be over-represented in temporary jobs sector and under-
represented within the top management. Previously the focus was to eliminate the 
barriers preventing women to enter the labour market to enable them to make a choice 
to pursue a professional career, whilst allowing men to break out of the suffocating 
and traditional bread-winner model. In the post-crisis era, this logic has changed. It is 
no longer an issue of choice, it is an issue of “must” that both men and women work 
in order to restart the economy and enable recovery. This calls for the review and re-
enhancement of gender equality measures. 

It is also a sign that the rationale of different policies must be changed. The 
post-war welfare state has been organised around the concept of formalised labour 
that is performed mostly by the male bread-winner. The fact that men should work, was 
given – the fact that women would like to, was supported. This is why - even within social 
democracy - childcare is seen as one of the “women issues” and is being described as a 
mechanism “to enable women to participate in the labour market”. Taking into account 
the reflection from the previous paragraph, this is no longer an accurate approach. 
Childcare should be seen first and foremost as an issue of early education that allows all 
children regardless of their background, to have the same life-start up opportunities. Put 
in the context of parents, it should be explained as a provision that allows working men 
and women to decide if they want to have children. This may sound only as a rhetorical 
operation, but in fact it is a profound shift in logic of thinking about the society. And it 
does emphasise the right to chose, if one wishes or not have children. This right is often 
forgotten in the shadow of apocalyptic debates on ageing societies and complaints that 
working, especially highly educated women are reluctant to jump into motherhood. 
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The vast entry of women into the labour market has not been accompanied 
with the swift change of societal mentality. Gender stereotypes as far as the role of 
women within the society have not altered. In the socio-cultural sub consciousness, 
women are still the ones expected to look after households, bare responsibility for 
children and for the family elderly. Though theoretically emancipated in terms of 
labour and though no longer shamed for pursuing careers, women still find themselves 
confined in the conversations on “reconciliation of professional and private lives”. 
These remain gender-specific and hardly ever happen as embedded in overall societal 
debates. As such it remains discriminatory in terms of primarily burdening women with 
responsibilities, as also in terms of depriving men from better possibilities to assume 
them. 

This has a number of consequences. First of all, it puts women in a position in 
which they are much more exposed to new risks. To give an example, statistically they 
are more likely to suffer from burnouts, striving to prove that they can achieve in terms 
of career objectives and still not fail within the family circumstances. This makes them 
likely to fall into dependence of the social security system, which provisions are already 
under much pressure. Secondly, this means that trying to succeed professionally they 
are likely to look for solutions as far as their personal arrangements are concerned. 
Evolution of intra-personal relations and connected with that cultural transformation, 
enabled individuals to more freely decide on if they wish to remain in long term 
relationships and to what degree they would like to formalise them. This meant that 
the number of single-person households grew substantially. With the ambition to still 
run (single or multiple-persons) households on one hand, and still provide care for the 
family members in need on the other, professionally active women seek help through 
private, often informal channels. Because the welfare state cannot afford to provide in 
terms of care for all, it is frequent that they get assistance through informally arranged 
domestic work. This performed most recurrently by women, often migrants, frequently 
without any employment contracts, induces a situation in which emancipation of one 
group leads to the exploitation of the other. 

These examples are only indicative as far as the agenda of equal rights of 
women and men is concerned. They could be topped with the questions of education 
and learning, health and reproductive rights, protection against violence and 
discrimination etc. The list is naturally as long as the inventory of all social issues. This is 
why it is profoundly important that the gender dimension is brought back and engraved 
in any deliberations about the New Social Deal. 

The approach of social democracy should reflect a new logic, showing a better 
understanding of the societal evolution and of aspirations, rights and responsibilities 
that women carry within the contemporary society. A modern proposal of a Social 
Europe should anchor the issue of gender equality within the social question, ensuring 

that all the socio-economic proposals are in fact gender-proofed. This is a way to ensure 
that social democracy upholds a proud tradition of remaining the feminist party on 
one hand, and that its vision for Europe can be a plausible alternative for progressive 
women and men on the other. One has to break with the understanding that “women 
right’s” are women issues only and hence as a more of a politically cultural question 
can be narrowed to one chapter somewhere in a long document. This is not a way to 
raise a debate, since men in some ways fear then to address or amend it, in order not 
to appear politically incorrect or even chauvinistic. The new vision for Social Europe has 
to prove that social democrats have nailed better the understanding of contemporary 
society and while paving a way forward towards its transformation, they make sure to 
incorporate in it equally dreams of modern women and men. 

For A EuroPE oF EDuCAtioN AND 
LEArNiNg oPPortuNitiES

In almost all post-crisis debates there was a statement made that there can 
be no return to business as usual. The centre-left expressed through that 
their hope that since the predicaments clearly exposed the evil nature of 

financial capitalism and compromised the logic of neo-liberalism, there could be a time 
for the historical pendulum to swing. They counted on the fact that there would be a 
new opening to reclaim the ground for progressive proposals. Some more enthusiastic 
protagonists of that logic would even dare stipulating that the crisis would bring 
people back to social democracy that, however nicely sounding, had no reasonable 
underpinning. It was rather wishful thinking, than an assessment deriving from previous 
historical experiences. The crisis was of course to re-set the trends, but not necessarily 
by default making people seek protection and shelter through supporting progressive 
family’s return to power.  

For the centre-right no return to business as usual would rather embody the 
logic of no revisiting of the social debate. Economy was the first one to rescue with the 
application of economic tools. The welfare measures were announced to be excessive 
spending that would bring only doubtful revenue and in the times of crisis have proven 
to be inadequate anyhow. Long term planning has become in many ways ridiculed as not 
feasible in these traumatic times. Indeed, this rationale paradoxically corresponded with 
the moods of people driven by the very same policies onto the streets both in Greece, 
Spain, as also in Belgium and Germany. The historically relevant accomplishment, if one 
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could name it like that, was that centre-right deprived the European from its federal 
ambitions. Instead of a project that has been carrying ambitions and pledges for a 
better future, it has been downgraded to a matter of a good will-driven cooperation of 
member states. This induced its appearance as temporary and allowed to question for 
how long and with how many members it was to survive.

This is perhaps one of the major blows to the concept of Social Europe. The 
progressive vision was based on an idea to offer Europeans a hope, a possibility to 
dream about a better future. This is what made sense out of contributing to European 
Union, as also benefiting from its assistance in reaching higher levels of developments. 
This motivation seems gone – especially when one looks at the staggering numbers of 
youth unemployed in the South. The damage has been gone. And though perhaps no 
Head of State would like to come down in the history as the one who “called off the 
European Union”, in fact its cancellation as a dynamic, future oriented project seems 
to be consequently happening in societal terms at this very moment. This is a point to 
frame an understanding of the popular anger: the times are tough, yes, but stealing the 
hopes from generations remains unforgivable.

 Astonishingly perhaps, social democracy finds itself also conciliating with this 
logic in a number of ways. It is realistic to say that the resources are limited; hence it is 
responsible to review the investment agenda. The point being made on the fringes of 
these statements is that this is a totally different approach to the one of conservatives. It 
is not austerity, but it is the rationalisation of expenses. In the name of self-preservation 
and inner-movement solidarity, it is not being currently raised too much that though 
semantics may differ, people may not be kind enough to spot a difference. This brings 
social democracy into a position in which it has already suffered electorally as it is a part 
of the same system in which everyone is the same.

So the dilemma at hand comes down to the following. There is an obvious 
need to reconstruct a vision for Social Europe that translates into an adequately 
structured agenda of political priorities. However the difficulty lies in accomplishing 
that without estranging those groups who have vested interests in current settlements, 
while including the groups that fall outside of it. That all is to be achieved with restricted 
means that, in times of stagnation, are unlikely to change. The answer to this quandary 
must be values-based on one hand and keeping in mind the restoration of a plausible 
political promise of a better future on the other.

For social democracy the starting point should perhaps be in the debate at 
the end of the 1990s, which led to forging the concept of competitive knowledge based 
societies. It argues that through investments in education it will be able to offer chances 
for all to advance and become equipped to face the challenges of the globalised world of 
the 21st century. This is still a valid approach, however should be amended by emphasis 
on two issues. The first of them is that there needs to be a new debate on the sense of 

education and learning in contemporary times. It must embody a new understanding, 
which would amalgamate ambitions of emancipation and self-development, issues of 
socialisation and civic education, as also the utilitarian aspects of validity of vocational 
training aimed at the acceleration of skills and competences. It must transform in 
coherence with the debate on a new understanding of economic development and its 
potential to contribute to the development of communities. In these terms its values 
shall be defined in a humanist way and not in the unyielding characterization of the 
neo-liberal orthodoxy. This is a way out of another TINA path, which imposes a defeatist 
discourse and forces young people in “lower skilled jobs”, which makes the young 
unemployed believe that they had been deceived and “studied for nothing”.

Secondly, the standard focus on formal education makes social democracy 
appear as elitist, and prevents from prioritising non-formal and informal learning. 
This is especially the case in the context of Europe, where social democracy abide by 
a principle that education is mostly a national competence and hence the debates 
on the European vision are often down to discussions on the recognition of learning 
outcomes between Member States for benefit of the European labour market. 
Although formal education is the most structured and organised form of education, 
hence easily recognisable throughout the Union, and still a tremendous force for social 
mobility and development. Experience shows that simplistic answers following a one 
seize fits all approach is not going to work. This confinement of the debate makes that 
the vision for education and learning is not part of the ongoing progressive debates 
about combating inequalities or pre-distribution. This is a large loss, especially if the 
ambition is to fully assess and boost human potential. The dynamism of current living 
and working circumstances, rapid technological changes, all require a holistic way of 
thinking on skills, competences and abilities for the benefit of economic development 
and societal progress. 

Social democracy has always taken pride in being a movement of 
emancipators. The idea of empowering all to be part of constructing and benefiting 
from a progress has been at the core – and this tradition must be re-established 
while formulating a new progressive vision for a Social Europe. In that sense social 
democracy must be able to go beyond its own limitations, because of which it permits 
fragmentation of its own ideological debates. The progressive approach to education 
and learning shall be framed as the embodiment of the translation of core values on 
one hand and on the other it shall be linked in a progressive way to the debate on a new 
socio-economic development paradigm. As such, it mirrors the understanding that a 
new Social Europe shall reflect an understanding of a New Social Deal that also ensures 
the equal distribution of knowledge.
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Progressive Social Europe66 For a EuroPE oF Quality jobS and 
PArtiCiPAtioN

The framework of the European labour market emerged as a consequence 
of enabling freedom of movement of workers and services. This 
meant that the Community gained a say, but at the same time also 

responsibility for providing certain standards that would shape its development. Taking 
into account different traditions, specificities and differences in terms of economic 
developments of the respective national labour markets, the mission has been far from 
easy. Though there could be agreements on certain principles, the methods of their 
application would vary. A certain degree of ambiguity on that front allowed for the Laval, 
Viking or Rüffert cases to occur. Especially after the enlargement, it seemed to have 
been difficult to find a common denominator – even within the socialist family. The 
deliberations on issues such as the services directive, and herewith the question of the 
country of origin principle, have shown substantial divides between the Western and 
Eastern social democracy. The situation has become even more complicated with the 
emergence of the crisis. Its impact affected the European labour market asymmetrically, 
causing diverse effects. Rising unemployment rang a emergency bell, overshadowing 
the important debate on how to define quality employment, so that it matches with the 
aspirations and life priorities of contemporary societies.

Within social democratic thinking, work has always presented itself as a way 
of establishing a mutually benefitting, socialising connection between the individual and 
the community he or she is part of. Traditionally, the discussion featured deliberations 
on workers’ rights, working conditions and work ethos. It has also been seen as a way 
to bring people together in a collective, of which bargaining power would be strong 
enough to counterbalance the forces of capitalism in settling down a compromise. In 
short, jobs would create growth and growth would be translated into the improvement 
of the living and working conditions. This laid also the fundaments of the concept of 
Social Europe. 

What could have already been anticipated before, but what the crisis definitely 
exposed is that this traditional way of thinking is failing to adjust to contemporary 
circumstances. First of all, 
social democracy should not give up on its pledges of full employment and ensuring 
that there is quality employment for each and everyone. Some would argue that 
especially in the times of crisis, when people are made redundant, the solid promise 
of reengagement into the labour market is what they count on. Here it is important 

that the emphasis on “quality” (hence decent) should remain strong, not giving into 
tendencies that can be observed nowadays as leaning towards convictions “in those 
grave times any job is better than no job”.  In that sense the debate where the potential 
for new job creation concentrates is very relevant.

Secondly, the social democratic understanding that almost the only way 
one can contribute to a society is through a formalised, contractual employment has 
become too narrow. It pushes immediately beyond the scope all those who, due to 
different reasons, currently remain outside of the scope of the labour market. It fails also 
to embrace all those contributions that are made externally to narrowly conceptualised 
employment contracts. In addition it does not fit in the contemporary understanding of 
“jobs needs to create growth” – especially with the way economic growth is still being 
defined. 

Thirdly, the way work is conceptualised constitutes a legacy of the noble work 
of previous generations of social democrats and trade unionists. This however falls short 
to satisfy the current working generation. Towards the end of the 20th century work 
indeed remained the core sense of lives of individuals. It was the main way to achieve 
self-fulfilment, to advance and to gain means to sustain private life. The rich literature 
on the topic shows however that the focus changes. This has serious consequences for 
the way social democracy thinks about itself as a “movement of hard working families”. 
Though the number of hours spent on work in a week has not changed and the longevity 
of professional life is likely to be extended, it seems that lives of individuals no longer 
spin around jobs. Emotional engagement and work ethos transformed themselves. 
This explains also the anticipation of employees that the idea that the labour market is 
flexible and that “there is no job for life” will continue being a reality. Social democracy 
should therefore aspire to frame a more dynamic understanding of the labour market 
and its accompanying social security systems, reopening in these debate themes such 
as:  facilitating transitions in working life, re-training and lifelong learning, and quality 
of life. 

Fourthly, labour markets in Europe have become extremely polarised. There 
is a number of dividing axes. The perhaps most famous is the one categorising jobs into 
“lousy” and “lovely”, but there are also others. The question of disparity of incomes 
is one of them, while the issue of insiders and outsiders is another. Work places lose 
their feature as labour communities. That has q corrosive effect on the solidarity among 
the employees and decisively weakens both their mobilisation and bargaining powers. 
The answers to those issues have been so far spinning around the ideas of minimum 
incomes and protests against excessive bonuses; however these seem still insufficient 
in terms of restoring a bond within the labour environment. Though the pledge for 
minimum income is a very relevant one and should remain on the top of the social 
democratic agenda, it should rather be embedded in a larger context. The underpinning 
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logic should not be focused on the individual only, but rather link it with a discussion on 
how to make employers engage in a race to the top concerning guaranteeing quality 
employment. This would in a significant way strengthen the pan-European social 
democratic approach towards phenomena such as posting of workers.

Fifthly, there is yet another backlash in social democratic debate on labour. 
Because of the focus on guaranteeing jobs, the anticipation was that getting work equals 
making a step forward in self emancipation. Within the terms dictated by the previous 
stages of capitalism, that could have been the case – but it is hardly the case in the era 
of financial capitalism. The detachment of financial sector from the real economy on 
one hand, and the speculations on the financial markets on the other mean that there 
is little relation between the value of labour and the assessment of capital. Asymmetry 
in terms of information available to employees deprives them from a position in which 
they could fully co-determine the future of their workplace, advance on improving 
working conditions or benefits from the benefits corporations make. Of course, that 
is due to changed conditions, but severely judged it should be seen as retrenchment in 
terms of an agenda that was to empower workers.

These five points signalise the angles of the debate in the post-crisis Europe, 
however of course they do not exhaust the theme. The prior argument emerging from 
these deliberations would then be that a progressive Social Europe vision must be built 
on a new understanding of work and per extension of the world of labour. It should in 
a better way grasp the aspiration of people in their roles as employees and individuals, 
linking it with the formulation of the contemporary social question. There can be no 
relapse allowed in terms of pledge for quality employment. A progressive Social Europe 
should further on pave the way for the Union become instrumental in forging a New 
Social Deal between capital and labour, making sure through all its strategy that the 
empowerment of individuals remains at the core.

For AN EgALitAriAN EuroPEAN 
wELFArE SoCiEty

It has always been underlined that what distinguishes Europe from any 
other continent is its unique Social Model. The set of principles that all 
the member states would agree on the European level would then be 

translated into standards and subsequently into the policies. These would ensure 
that Europeans enjoy adequate safety nets, while being assured of the equality 

of opportunities. Though the European Social Model would continue to remain a 
mosaic of differently categorised national welfare states, it would be for sure that the 
cooperation and coordination of strategies within the Union would aim at bringing a 
range of improvements of conditions everywhere.

Parallel to the evolution of the labour market and the processes indicating 
profound transformation of societies, voices of criticism were raised that the national 
welfare systems (and per extension the European Social Model) have become 
anachronistic. The disparagement was related to a number of its features, such as the 
fact that its costs became overburdening for certain societal groups (in which context 
the term “squeezed middle” was introduced), while not really living up to expectations 
as far as lifting those in needs from poverty and misery. The subsequent query was in 
how far they could be modernised. The matter became however more complicated 
with the blow of the crisis. In its aftermath, the conservatives did their utmost to prove 
that the concept has simply degenerated and that social democracy is trapped in images 
and sentiments of the past. The line of defence for the centre left was further weakened 
by the fact that though welfare states were at least hypothetically supposed to amortise 
the predicaments, in case of the recent crisis they definitely failed to do so.

This act of discrediting of the Social Model has naturally grave consequences as 
far as credibility of the social democratic agenda is concerned. First of all, it exposed that 
social democracy did not prevent the cultural shift, on the wave of which welfare state 
budged from a socio-economic agenda towards becoming a merely charity project. As 
such, the welfare state was deprived from its feature as a settlement providing societal 
bonding, which would then induce certain societal ethics. Secondly, it consequently 
shook the credentials of social democracy in terms of economic management. The 
centre left started (re)appearing as the political group that is focused on spending and 
via money tries to simply cover up the loops of the non-functioning socio-economic 
arrangement. This naturally has not been easy to counter balance swiftly. Thirdly, the 
undermining of the general logic let to questioning particular principles. With certain 
societal groups feeling over burdened with duties, without being sufficiently equipped 
with opportunities, and with others not even benefiting adequately in terms of 
bouncing back from precariousness – it has become apparent that the settlement is no 
longer embodying the principle of social justice. 

There is therefore a couple of issues that social democracy needs to sort 
out, while reframing its Social Europe vision and hence also the proposal on how to 
reform the European Social Model. First of all, it should be more decisive in restoring 
the sense of (re)distributive policies. The logic is that a progressive Social Deal must 
consequently incorporate the idea of the equal distribution of income, wealth, 
knowledge and power.  This means that it is not sufficient to focus on redistributive side 
of the story alone. Here criticism has been perhaps deserved in a sense that attention 
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was predominantly focussed on correcting imbalances and inequalities, rather than 
on installing mechanisms to prevent their occurrence. The ongoing discussion on pre-
distribution offers interesting proposals on how to achieve that shift. At the same time 
adopting the notion of equality of autonomy instead of mere equality of opportunities 
can facilitate bringing balance into the policies on both sides of equation. They have to 
serve as qualifying criteria, which ensure that there is an adequate balance between the 
investment and social security policies.

Secondly, it presents itself as an obvious challenge to restore the link between 
progressive values and socio-economic political categories. The difficulty is double-
folded. As mentioned before, values often appear as intangible concepts. Though 
politicians advocate for their application, in the eyes of public they often seem as things 
that cost nothing and bring nothing. This is of course not true, but this perception 
seems relatively persistent. Furthermore, the impacts of welfare policies can be visible 
throughout the years – while of course problems at hand seem to require more urgent 
measures. The battle ahead of social democracy is to challenge these perceptions. It 
must prove that there is no trade off between equality and efficiency – but quite on 
the contrary, in realising policies that abide by the principles of equality lies a challenge 
of restoring balance in a sustainable manner. In this spirit, the discussion on services of 
general interest and especially on public goods and social services should be led.  Their 
liberalisation and advancing cuts only moves them from public into private sphere, 
diversifying opportunities for access and worsening standards of lives.

Thirdly, the issue of “overwhelming burden” versus efficiency of the welfare 
states needs to be addressed. There are two, mutually reinforcing ways to do so. The 
first one is connected with the issue of minimum standards. The European Union should 
pursue identifying minimum standards in different dimensions of work and life that 
would define the minimum level of adequate provision. The desire to establish them 
derives from both equality and solidarity, as it is only humane to ensure that all can lead 
their lives in secure and decent conditions. They prove to be absolutely indispensible 
especially in societies that become so diverse and in which much support is required to 
integrate all. Of course, there should be a dynamic understanding of those minimums – 
which should only be seen as benchmarks of progress and be further updated ahead of 
societal developments. Such standards, again, are a powerful tool to protect public and 
social services and public goods from their liberalisation.

The second of the two ways includes a need to think differently about the 
taxation system. Though the question of fiscal union and also of pan-European approach 
to taxes is a very sensitive issue, also within social democracy, it is hard to imagine the 
debate to advance without formulation of some guidelines within that area. In terms of 
individual taxation, it is true that social democrats seem all to agree on the principle of 
progressive tax systems – but their particularities and levels are still beyond the scope 

of their debatable agenda. There are those, who grasp the momentum to speak about 
extensively taxing the richest and those who blame the country-specific conditions for 
not being able to do so. There seems to be a consensus to fight against tax heavens 
and to impose a tax on financial transactions; however these are not really dialectically 
explained as an issue of justice or seeking a balance between values in terms of real 
economy (such as labour) and capital operations (as the ones on financial markets). 

In order to restore the credibility of the notion of Social Europe, its 
reformulation must include a new concept for a European Social Model. Its principles 
must respond to the building blocks of the contemporary social question, allowing social 
democrats to speak in terms of creation of a fairer and better European society. This 
narrative should remain strongly linked to the progressive values – as outlined in their 
modern interpretations. Therefore there should be an ambition to go beyond the fears 
that social integration could become a slippery slope for those with more developed 
welfare states for which reasons there should be a new, dynamic understanding of 
minimum standards put in place. The refocus shall be based on the philosophy of 
equality of autonomy. Redefining this agenda would allow social democrats to move 
into a position, from which they can reclaim Social Europe as a complex societal vision. 
This would prove the political and intellectual poverty of those proposals for a Social 
Union, which in contrast see the Union’s social dimension as just adding a couple of 
social policies.

For A  EuroPE oF ProgrESS AND 
ProSPErity  

The debates on the crisis-exist strategies have been predominantly 
placed within the field of economic policies. While still a decade ago 
Europe may have appeared as a promise and place of opportunities, 

in the crisis aftermath it seems to be stagnating and not only in the economic terms. 
The debate has impressed on all the political parties the importance of pragmatism and 
realism. In a in a free translation this would mean starting any political conversation 
from reaffirming that all the resources are limited and hence any proposal if aspires to 
be seen as credible, needs to remain relatively modest. Even though it may not be that 
explicit, this smells TINA all over of course.

This seems to be positioning the question profoundly wrong. The above 
described focus places emphasis on which political party propose a programme that 
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does not cross over the available resources. Perhaps social democracy could dare this bet 
by repositioning the question. Our way of formulating it would highlight the necessity 
to search for new conceptualisations on one hand. This would allow introducing the 
debates on growth and subsequently on productivity. On the other hand it would 
enable to challenge the discourse of confinement by identifying new potentials to bring 
economic benefits that a new definition of growth could embrace.

The traditional definition of growth places it in relation with production of 
goods. Though it has been applicable at the beginning for the post-industrial society, it 
does not seem to be an accurate measure for contemporary times. The shift of economy 
from manufacturing towards services would require a different model. This especially in 
light of two phenomena. The first one is connected with the nature of the international 
financial capitalism. Its mobility vis-à-vis localisation of labour force means that the 
competitive advantage is focused on offering the cheapest costs of production rather 
than on amongst others providing better working conditions. Should the situation be to 
the contrary, Europe could hope that the industries that moved predominantly to Asia 
would still eventually return someday. Instead, Europe is looking at an even greater shift 
in terms of engagement of employees in the service and care sectors. The demographic 
processes, to point the most obvious factor, will demand such a transformation. And 
herewith comes the challenge of how to rephrase the paradigm of economic growth 
so that it can capture the value and profits of contributions delivered in that manner.

Naturally redefining the sense and significance of work (as already broadly 
elaborated upon) on one hand and better translation of services and care labour in 
terms of economy on the other, are just one side of the coin. The other one mirrors a 
need to seek new potentials. This relates to the more and more popular debate on the 
re-industrialisation of Europe. Though the label has a great power of appeal, it is still 
very difficult to come to terms what it carries along as content. One could imagine three 
possible building blocks of such “re-industrialisation” agenda for Europe. They would 
involve: further investment in research and development strategies; in technology and 
infrastructure. Through that Europe could still make a renewed attempt to pursue its 
dream of becoming “knowledge based economy”. This, however, would need further 
reconsideration in terms of which areas investments primarily should be focused on 
and in what ways eventual achievements could be benefited by all across Europe. The 
strategies should have to go beyond the frequently repeated pledge of “greening of our 
economies”. It is not the ultimate and only source of jobs creation. Social sciences and 
medicine would need to, for example, become also integral part of this new thinking.

On the fringe of these deliberations, once again there should be a clear 
link re-established between the new understanding of growth and a pledge that 
in the context of Europe it would translate into improvement of living and working 
conditions. Following the traditional conceptualisation of social democracy, which in 

its diverse ways draws from the teachings of Keynes, when there is growth there are 
means that could be spent. And with raising demands, it is also the supply side that can 
expand, providing further opportunities with employment included. The problem of 
that definition in the aftermath of the crisis is that it had a severe impact on the logic 
of consumerism. People are more inclined to “save for the dark hour” rather than to 
spend or invest. This becomes very worrying. One of the examples of such a trend is 
the question of means accumulated by retiring groups. It is hard to blame them for 
saving, especially with insecurities that last years’ pension debates brought about. And 
the scale of that becomes larger with the ageing population of course. There is a need 
to recognise these factors, while assessing potential economic strategies in the context 
of the contemporary societies.

Another sphere where there should be more incentives to reinvest is the 
sphere of working conditions. This pledge links a number of problems at hand. First 
of all, it is a matter of a social justice that when a company does well, there is a share 
of benefits with employees and investments in conditions that would allow further 
progress. This is especially important as a statement in the context of detachment of 
real economy, world of labour and the financial markets. Secondly, it also corresponds 
with the debate on the significance of pledge of quality employment and redefining the 
sense of work in contemporary times. And thirdly, if these reinvestments were done 
in smart ways, they could both boost employees productivity, as also diminish their 
exposure to the new social and labour risks.

These elements should constitute a core of the debates on the potential exist 
strategies for Europe and paths towards its sustainable recovery from the crisis. Instead, 
in assessment on what went wrong in terms of economic crisis, the preoccupation 
lies still predominantly with the questions of economic governance and rescuing the 
eurozone. Paradoxically, that before 2008 the euro would be identified as a symbol of 
unity and in the context of this particular debate it would actually stand for dividing 
the movement in between of euro-members and non-members. This is yet another 
argument why it is so profoundly important that social democracy finds the ways to 
make the debate about grand socio-economic themes, not allowing that to take the 
turns of reformist, institutionalist and hence technocratic discourse.

This remark, which in its core re-emphasises the demand for repositioning 
the debate, leads to one very important observation. In the disputes on what 
mechanisms should be put in place to rescue the Economic Union, to empower 
economic governance or to secure euro, there is hardly any debate on the democratic 
legitimacy of the instruments and institutions that would eventually be put into place. 
This is as such another profound setback in the logic that Social Europe at its origins was 
aiming at putting in place.

Summarising these deliberations, it seems important to underline that 
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regaining credentials in economy and remaining realistic in proposals should not 
become confined to the race of rigidity. Social democracy should use the exercise of 
reframing Social Europe to link the economic debate with both social and political 
dimensions in a way, which would allow all its members from within and outside 
eurozone to unite behind it. It should go beyond regular limitations, trying to form more 
adequate definitions of for example growth and productivity. In that sense, it should 
find the ways to reopen the debate on the EU budget in a sense of reviewing in how 
for the allocation of the means responds to the aspirations framed and in what way 
it should be readjusted to secure and empower the Union on its way to sustainable 
recovery.

For A EuroPE imProviNg workiNg 
AND LiviNg CoNDitioNS

The environmental issues have formed a part of a Social Europe vision 
since its origins. At the beginnings they most related to the issue of 
sustainability of ways of production, focusing on demands to tame 

pollution and apply the principles of social justice in the spirit of which polluters should 
pay for the damage caused. It evolved slowly towards becoming an issue of consumers’ 
choice, in which context it entered the number of policy areas – starting from Common 
Agriculture Policy, through Fisheries up to the issues of Food and Health. Last but not 
least, the beginnings of the 2000s have observed the new interest for the issues. It was 
inspired by the global discussions on climate change, which angle meant connecting 
the debate with the international policies on one hand, and the quest for energy 
sustainability and security for Europe on the other.

Though it would have seemed that issues of environment have become a field 
on which the European Union has been making a substantial progress, the momentum 
seems weakening in times of emergence of the global crisis on one hand and the relative 
failure of COP 15 (UN Climate Change Conference in 2009) on the other. The logic 
of the political deliberations in the crisis aftermath were not particularly welcoming 
circumstances in terms of re-launching those debates. First of all, because they have 
been focused on the matters at hand and search for their immediate solutions, rather 
than they were on the issues of sustainability or on the long term strategies.  Secondly, 
the inner- EU debate became exceedingly euro-centred. Hence the preoccupation with 
degradation of global environment, as also the once noble ambition for Europe to be 

a leader in the field of environmental protection – those two have been faded away.
Although, as mentioned before, the issue of environment has been an 

integral part of the vision of Social Europe – social democrats have never succeeded 
in claiming a political ownership of it. The emergence of the green movement in 1970s 
seems to have been indeed the point, when social democracy lost its credentials as 
associated with this particular debate. This lose was noticeable not only in electoral 
context, but rather in the political one – where it has failed to politicise the questions 
of sustainability and environmental protection by interpreting them through the lenses 
of social question and their very own socio-economic paradigm. While it is beyond any 
doubt that the debate is bound to reoccur, the challenge for social democracy remains 
to gain capacity to frame this debate.

There are several ways in which it can accomplish doing so. First of all, 
social democracy must retrieve the strength of its ideological appeal. Naturally 
intergenerational solidarity is the first value that comes to mind as most frequently 
called upon, while talking about environmental issues. This is obviously true and should 
be even broadened to the question of solidarity as such. It then can enable translation 
of the pledge to fight climate change into the commitment to international agenda 
of global justice. In that sense, it becomes a distinctive progressive interpretation, 
when it starts evolving around the mission for sustainable development. Linking fight 
against climate change with the strategies of international solidarity such as agenda to 
eradicate poverty, famine and ensure access to clean water for all – this constitutes a 
very distinctive social democratic conceptualisation.

Though solidarity is, as noted, obviously the first that comes to mind – the 
strength of social democratic agenda lies in the cohesive and mutually strengthening 
relation that exists in between the core values. The issue of environmental sustainability 
should therefore also be interpreted through lenses of equality and freedom. In the 
crisis aftermath, this becomes less and less the case. Though an appeal to invest in the 
environmentally friendly solutions is pertinent and much is done to raise awareness 
within the societies about them, the truth remains that on the level of individuals 
they remain available only to those better off. The energy-saving machines and tools 
exceed in costs the regular ones. So does the biological food. Hence for people finding 
themselves in circumstances of poverty and extreme poverty, they remain beyond 
reach. Even if in the end result they were to help them by saving costs or providing 
healthier nutrition. Similarly, the solar batteries or insulation of houses are quite of an 
expense – which not all can afford. This would signalise the situation that there a new 
axe of polarisation of the European societies emerges. And despite the fact that it is 
being encouraged that individuals select those solutions that supports environmental 
sustainability – the truth remains that not all are economically enabled to be able to 
make those choices.
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In the earlier chapters, the issue of investment in research and development 
as way of both “greening” economies and creating new jobs has already been 
elaborated upon. What however was not touched there and requires a further 
attention is a transition between the current and more sustainable ways of productions. 
This will of course demand both application of new technologies, but also resigning 
from certain industries and re-training employees. This is where the conceptualisation 
of the effective and efficient European Social Model must come hand in hand with the 
“greening” strategy. Though this principle is commonly shared, the point of defining 
what is sustainable and safe, especially in terms of energy production still remains a 
sensitive issue within the social democratic movement. The attachment to coal mining 
industry of some on one hand, and propagating nuclear energy as the most appropriate 
solution by others – these still remain axes of division. 

Environment should be seen as a public good, as it remains inseparably 
connected with the quality of life lived by individuals. Social Europe has been standing 
for a promise of improving living and working conditions, and this is an angle to be 
taken while reclaiming the stake in the environmental debates. But what should be 
emphasised is that the behavioural patterns that help protecting and ensuring healthier 
environment for all should become engraved in a fabric of the better society, which 
social democracy aspires to create. Hence they must become equally available to all 
and Europe has a crucial role to play in establishing rules and standards that would 
guarantee these rights. 

For A SoCiAL EuroPE thAt PromotES 
iNtErNAtioNAL SoLiDArity

For social democrats, the European Community has always been a political 
project that should deliver internationally. This conviction mirrored their 
belief that the principles of peace and democracy, as also prosperity and 

progress should be equally promoted and shared within the global context. In the early 
years of the EEC these ideas have still been partially motivated by a moral obligation to 
assume responsibilities for others in the era of decolonisation. Throughout the years 
this historical liability was replaced by a conviction that this mission is for Europe equal 
with delivering in terms of promise it carried for humanity as a whole. It also became a 
drive for which Europe aspired to become an actor on a global level with a significant 
influence to shape the international order.

The crisis changes the acting capacities of the Union on that level. There are 
two main reasons for that. First of all, internally Europe has become in many ways self-
centred or even self-obsessed. The debates on the crisis, exit strategies and recovery 
plans have been focused on solely on the Union. It is excusable through a fact that crisis 
questioned the core sense of Union’s existence, nevertheless this approach prevented 
Europe from playing the active role it has been supposed to play. Secondly, weakening 
economic position of Europe has had an influence in terms of its position on the global 
level. The declining share of world’s GDP deteriorated its negotiating powers. These are 
especially grave, while there is an overall expectations that a new global deal and with 
that a new international institutional architecture are to be negotiated. 

Indulging self-absorption of Europe any further is profoundly wrong. Though 
there could be those saying that firstly Europe should clean its internal mess, assuming 
such a position can only be misleading. Unless Europe starts discussing all its policies 
in relation to the global context in which in the end of the day the crisis happened, 
it will only continue loosing times on temporary fixes instead of addressing the core 
of the problems. What is more, it will pander to self-destruction of its international 
positioning and downgrading itself to an actor of international scene that due to its 
weaknesses needs to simply go with a flow. That would betray not only the hopes of 
the Europeans, but also of all those who have had confidence in Europe as protagonist 
of peace, democracy and human rights.

The legacy of Social Europe provides certain guidelines, around which the 
modern progressive international agenda for Europe could be constructed. To begin 
with, social democrats have always refrained from defining the borders of the Union. 
It has been always proudly repeated that this project is a cultural one and could not 
be simplistically narrowed through applying geographical determinants. Though these 
reassurances still echo nowadays, almost a decade after the historical enlargement 
to the East, the discussions on the enlargement seem to have lost the spam of social 
democratic attention. The prospects of accession of one or another country seem to 
trigger decisively less excitement. Herewith the drive to push the Union to actively help 
the candidate countries to fulfil the criteria has been somehow lost – allowing it to drift 
more towards becoming a passive recipient of applications and progress reports. This 
breaks the fundamental promise that Europe used to have carried “for all member 
states and the neighbouring countries”. This indicated also once again an absence of 
a profound debate on a long term vision for Europe, beyond the horizon of the crisis 
aftermath.

Furthermore, the social democratic persistence in terms of investing in the 
relationships within the neighbourhood region has proven historically to be the most 
successful. It is a great contrast to the test that the Union seem to have failed just 
recently in terms of a rebuilding its vision for EU-Mediterranean policies. This area has 
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observed revolutionary changes, which have allowed its people to claim freedom and 
to demand their rights to live in democracy to be fulfilled. This has created an incredible 
opening – which has been warmly welcome through declarations of political support 
and numerous calls of solidarity. But still, a new, long term strategy focused on fostering 
better relations and assisting the development of the region has to be developed. 

What is more, the crisis and a need to battle its impact internally seem to 
still serve as an explanation why so little of the international affairs are being debated 
on EU level. The role of Europe as peace-keeper and peace-builder, the commitment 
of Europe to the grand agenda to eradicate poverty and diseases, the fight for human 
rights – all these noble causes seem to be placed somewhere on the peripheries of 
the political debate. The humanitarian and aid policies are under the pressure of cuts, 
while at the same time so little progress has been made in terms of advancing on trade 
agenda. In that sense, the neo-liberal logic of all on their own has really succeeded 
in deteriorating the international solidarity logic of European policies and herewith 
devastating commitments that Europe had been previously proud to uphold and 
treasure. This sad observation is confirmed by for example lack of any debate on the 
post-2015, which point should become the momentum of re-launch of the ambitious 
agenda of MDG’s.

Though the picture has emerged as an extremely gloomy, it is by all means 
feasible to restore legitimacy for international mission of Europe. Against all the 
odds the spirit of international solidarity is not relic of the past for Europeans, which 
assumption can be made looking at the power of appeal that international causes still 
carry within the societies. And this is a value in promoting which social democracy has 
an unquestionable, proud tradition. Furthermore, the post-crisis emerging world is 
the one of imbalances and inequalities greater than the ones known from the past. 
This means that there will be a new order that will need to materialize itself, forging a 
new global deal between the financial capitalism and the people. It will include both 
establishments of the new rules of the game, as also a reform of the international 
architecture. Europe should therefore return from the exile of its self-centrism and 
aspire to assume an active role to participate in shaping it. Social democratic vision of a 
Social Europe, which should reflect the New Social Deal on the European level, should 
serve as a guideline to do so.  

CoNCLuSioN

This pamphlet has been written with an ambition to make a case in 
favour of reconceptualising Social Europe. The aim of this ideological 
exercise would be to seek a modern formulation of it, so as a 

progressive vision for the future of Europe it can become an agenda behind which social 
democrats from across the continent would unite. As such, it should serve in terms 
of convincingly rearticulating the sense of the European project and indicating what 
mission the progressives aspire to accomplish with it.

The argument was divided into 10 sections. Each of them corresponds to 
one of the pledges that Social Europe has traditionally been incorporating – and which 
have been questioned by the crisis in terms of their feasibility and hence reliability. Each 
section therefore assesses damages caused by the crisis, opposing the defeatist TINA 
logic of the conversations led in its aftermath. In that sense the pamphlet can be read 
as a statement of absolute disagreement with narrowing political horizons through 
the dictate of the narrative of no resources, no possibilities, no alternatives. Indeed it 
is a call for intellectual endeavour and political bravery that would emancipate social 
democracy from its own confinement towards reclaiming a position of a protagonist 
of values based agenda for prosperity and progress for all. In that spirit, a progressive 
Social Europe shall translate into a modern vision of a compromise between financial 
capitalism and empowered people, ensuring that the principle of equal distribution of 
knowledge, income, wealth and power applies in global and European orders.
The pamphlet is to be launched at the occasion of the jubilee of 150 years of SPD. These 
celebrations come in parallel with the commemoration of the 40th anniversary of the 
formulation of the first Social Europe proposal. So many years later, Social Europe’s 
legacy is proud and obliging, as it still provides opportunities to unite, formulate a distinct 
European agenda for social democracy. This historical proposal remains nowadays the 
concept that –paraphrasing the words of Willy Brandt – would honour the hopes that 
have been entrusted in us.
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The «next left» Research Pro-
gramme was launched by FEPS 

with the support of  Renner Insti-
tut in the aftermath of the Europe-
an Elections 2009 with an aim to 
provide a pan-European platform 
for a debate on the state of social 
democracy.

Since the beginning the pro-
gramme has been chaired by Dr. 
Alfred Gusenbauer (former Chan-
cellor of Austria).

 It has been developing in subsequent phases, evolving from a critical analytical phase, 
through a comparative analysis, reaching at this very point the stage in which ambition 
is to provide tangible proposals on how to shape the progressive movement and its 
agenda adequately for the 21st century.

Within the course of the three years of its existence, the programme has been built 
upon several pillars, which ensure its interdisciplinary character and equip it with ex-
pertise from both the European and national levels. Through high level seminars, Focus 
Group and Working Group Meetings, through number of national round tables (held 
in cooperation with respective national foundations), as also through the fringe meet-
ings at the major European political gatherings (such as respective PES Congresses and 
Councils) and international ones (such as 5th Progressive Latin American Forum), the 
programme attracted more than 2000 academics, politicians, experts and journalists.

Their respective inputs are reflected in diverse publications, among them: «Next Left» 
Book Series (volumes 1-5).
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Publications

vol. 1 - «Next Left – Renewing social 
democracy» is the first volume of what has 
become a popular series of publications. This part 
is specifically devoted to analyses of the crisis (as 
evaluated in the aftermath of the 2009 European 
Elections) and to identifying the elements which, 
reviewed and renewed, could transform social 
democracy into a movement capable to shape 
the 21st century.

vol. 2 - «Next Left – The Leaders’ 
Visions for Europe’s Future» is the volume II 
of the series, presenting a unique collection 
of 28 groundbreaking speeches of progressive 
European leaders. Composed of 6 chapters (“Time 
for a New Direction”, “Enduring Values, Enduring 
Virtues”, “Breaking down Neo-Liberal Myths”, 
“Together we are stronger”, “Jobs, welfare and 
prosperity”, “Beyond the Nation State”), the book 
mirrors the social democratic responses to the 
world and European crisis, indicating also the path 
ahead for the left.

vol. 3 - «Towards a new strategy», 
constitutes the 3rd Volume of the “Next Left” 
Books’ Series.Presenting a handful of stimulating 
ideas, this book part represents a decisive shift 
of the focus: from critical analyses of the crisis of 
social democracy to a proposal on what it could 
become in order to be a leading political force in 
the 21st century.

vol. 4  - «Progressive values for the 21st 

century»  is the 4th Volume of the popular “Next 
Left” book series, which since 2009 features 
noteworthy contributions to the pan-European 
debate on the renewal of social democracy. 
This new Volume represents a bold attempt of 
the Next Left Focus Group to offer a progressive 
ideological framework that would adequately 
shape the policy agenda and our movement in 
modern times.

.

vol. 5 - «Next Left: Building New 
Communities. Notes from the Transatlantic 
Dialogue of Dialogues» captures the leading 
threads of the inspiring debate on the future of 
progressivism from three continents. Being an 
outcome of a high level workshop, which was held 
in April 2012 at Harvard Law School and which 
marks the establishment of cooperation between 
FEPS, Renner Institut and IGLP – Institute for 
Global Law and Policy of HLS, this book constitutes 
an important reading for all those seeking a 
progressive alternative worldwide.
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